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WHEN BOOKING a holiday flights from regional airports are
the preferred option for the over 50s, according to new
research by Saga Holidays.
In a poll of more than 10,300 over 50s, 51% said they prefer

to fly from regional airports, with 46% overall stating they
would even pay more for the convenience. Only one in five said
they would rather fly from larger airports, including Gatwick 
and Heathrow.
The research went on to reveal that over half of respondents

would change airline in order to fly from their preferred
regional airport. Furthermore one in four would not book a
holiday package from a travel company if it didn’t offer flights
from their regional airport and one in five would change their
destination altogether.
The top reasons for opting for regionals were; they were

closer to home (88%) and were less busy (73%). This age range
also showed their travel savvy nature with one in three saying
they chose regionals as they offered cheaper parking and one
in four because of better transport links. The poll revealed that

62% of respondents had flown from regionals in the past three
years and when rating these by experience, as very good or
good, the three that came out on top were Doncaster Sheffield
Airport (90%), Exeter Airport (88%) and Newcastle International
Airport (88%).
Maria Whiteman, managing director for the operator, said:

“The over 50s have a passion for travel and an appetite for
adventure, they want to explore the world and discover new
and exciting destinations but they clearly want to do it in a way
that is as stress-free and convenient as possible. Over recent
years we have seen an unprecedented interest from customers
who want to travel from their regional airports.
“Accounting for 58% of the UK’s travel and tourism

spending, the over 50s are an extremely important age group
for the industry. We know how important it is to keep ahead of
the trends and have been increasing the number of regional
departures for our holidays to meet this increasing demand,
recently adding more than 290 additional regional flight options
for our customers”.

MARK WARNER recently hosted a fam to Meribel, France for a group of ten agents. With a mixture of ski abilities, lessons and a guide were
organised with ski school Magic in Motion and agents got the chance to enjoy après at the Rond Point in the sunshine, stay at the Chalet Hotel
Tarentaise in Mottaret and dine at the Chalet Loden. Pictured enjoying the slopes are, from the left: Felicity Williams, Interactive Resorts; Julie
Franklin and Gabriella Burden from Mark Warner; Malcom Sargeant, Ski line; Zac Brown, Ski Solutions; Nigel Furlong, The Personal Travel Agents
(Midcounties Co-op); and Marcus Moffitt from Iglu. The other agents who enjoyed the trip were: David Cape, Alpine Answers; Alex Buckle, Travel
Counsellors; Jasmyn Preston, Travel Club Elite; Sarah Reeves, Reigate Travel; and Katie Childs, P&MM.
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FLYBE HAS started operating its 2017
summer schedule from Cardiff Airport.
The schedule features 15 routes

offering a total choice of up to 73
flights a week and includes the launch
of the first ever service between
Cardiff and Rome. 
Vincent Hodder, chief revenue

officer for the regional airline, said:
“We are delighted to include yet

another new route from our Cardiff
base this summer. Rome is an exciting
new destination both for Flybe and for
the airport. We are committed to
connecting people and communities
and offering the widest choice of
destinations possible with time saving,
punctual and affordable travel. We
look forward to welcoming many more
new passengers on board.”

Seats are available from £24.99 one
way including taxes and charges and
are currently available for travel
through to October 28. Flights to the
Italian capital operate twice a week,
scheduled on Tuesdays and Saturdays,
into Leonardo de Vinci-Fiumicino
airport.
Full details of the summer schedule
can be found at flybe.com

CLIA announces Cruise360
Copenhagen masterclasses
CRUISE LINES International Association (CLIA) has
announced the details of its masterclasses on offer at the
upcoming CLIA Cruise360 conference in Copenhagen. 
The event will run during September 9 - 11 with special

speakers including Peter Kollar, head of international
training and development for CLIA; Daily Telegraph
journalist, Jane Archer; and invited guest trainers Debbee
Dale and Moira Ni Ghallachoir. The masterclass seminar
sessions will focus on providing delegates with practical
advice and support to grow their cruise sales. Subjects will
include: ‘How to sell a world cruise’, ‘Selling cruise
holidays to Asia’, ‘River Cruising’, ‘Five ways to inspire’ and
‘Encouraging positivity’.
Andy Harmer, the association’s membership SVP and

director for UK & Ireland, said: “Cruise360 will allow us to
showcase Copenhagen as a cruise destination, and some
amazing ships – but our masterclass series of seminars
will also give delegates the chance to be inspired and learn
some new skills and information that will give them the
competitive edge. Our guest speakers have been carefully
chosen to ensure a wide variety of content and learning
opportunities, which we hope delegates will be able to put
into practice back in the UK.”
For more information visit cruiseexperts.org 

Pictured celebrating the
inaugural route is Cardiff
Airport’s Deb Barber and Paul
Willoughby from Flybe
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TAKE THAT…Lisa Dickinson from Altham’s Travel in Yeadon, Leeds
was the lucky winner of a SuperBreak incentive, winning a two-
night short break to London with VIP tickets to see Take That at
The O2 Arena in June. She is pictured collecting her prize from the
operator’s Graham Balmforth. 

UK visitors can now stay for up to two months in India on e-Tourist Visa
INDIA’S MINISTRY of Tourism has announced that foreign tourists visiting India on the e-Tourist Visa (eTV) will now be
entitled to stay in the country for up to two months and enjoy double-entry benefits.
Rolled out by the government this month, the new e-Visa guidelines will permit a traveller to stay in the country for

up to 60 days, with double entry for those holding valid business and tourist e-Visas, and triple entry for those holding
medical e-Visas. This entitles visitors to explore neighbouring countries before returning to India within a specified
time. In addition the window for application to the e-Visa scheme has increased from 30 days to 120 days.
For more information visit incredibleindia.org

Flybe connects Cardiff Airport with Rome for first time with summer schedule
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•  NEW: Win an Amazon echo with
Jet2holidays

•  £140 worth of Amazon vouchers to be
won with Travellanda 

•  Luxury Swarvoski gifts to be won, courtesy
of Swarovski Crystal Worlds, Austria 
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TEA & TRAINING…more than 400 agents have signed up within the
first seven days of the launch of The Academy, Inghams’
interactive learning portal. In the lead-up to the launch, 25,000
branded tea bags were sent out to 5,000 agents, alongside a guide
on how to use The Academy, encouraging agents to have a cup of
tea and learn with the specialist operator. Pictured is the
operator’s Simon McIntyre with Amanda Gore from The Godalming
Travel Company. Since its launch, more than 2,600 modules have
already been completed and 170 hours of learning time logged.
Modules are bite-sized and include a beginner’s guide to Ski,
Lakes & Mountains and video tutorials on the operator’s history.
On completing a minimum of three modules, over the next six
months agents will be automatically entered into a monthly prize
draw, which includes a range of prizes, from a holiday to Italy to
an ipad. Visit learning.inghams.co.uk 

Gold Medal launches 2018 Florida brochure with
agent incentive

GOLD MEDAL has reported a 59% increase in room nights to
Florida for holidays in 2018 demonstrating the demand for
agents, and their customers, to book ahead. 
In response to this growth, the long-haul operator is

launching its new 2018 Florida brochure which will land with
agents this month and allow them to book further ahead than
the 11-month window for scheduled air package holidays to
the US throughout 2018. Agents booking with the operator are
also able to guarantee prices for their customers on Florida
packages flying with Virgin Atlantic from Gatwick, Manchester
and Glasgow, including peak booking periods and school
holidays. The new 68-page brochure also now includes two
new coastal destinations; Palm Beach and New Smyrna Beach.
To ensure agents have all the tools they need to drive

bookings to the state, the trade-only specialist has created a
pack of supporting sales materials as part of its ‘Funshine
Florida’ campaign. These include window posters, e-shots,
social media offers and point of sale collateral plus a 24-page
mini brochure which showcases all the tactical promotions
offered, from free nights and room upgrades to reduced rates.
The operator is offering agents a chance to win a holiday for

two to Florida. Agents who book a Florida package, including
flights and a minimum of three nights’ accommodation, can
email their booking reference to win@goldmedal.co.uk to be
entered into the draw. The prize includes economy flights with
Virgin Atlantic and Delta Air Lines, seven days car hire, Walt
Disney World Resort and SeaWorld Park & Attractions tickets,
plus £1,200 to put towards their accommodation choice. To
qualify, all bookings must be made by June 30.
Visit goldmedal.co.uk for further details.

Monarch adds 430,000 seats for
winter 2017/18 schedule
MONARCH HAS added more routes to its winter schedule
for 2017/18 with flights from all five of its UK bases
including Birmingham, Leeds Bradford, Gatwick, Luton
and Manchester.
Now available for sale are popular ski routes including

Turin, Salzburg, Innsbruck, Lyon and Grenoble. As well as
ski destinations, Luton to Ovda, the gateway to Eilat and
the Red Sea are now on sale for its third successive
winter season. More flights have also been added on
popular winter sun routes to the Canaries and
destinations in mainland Spain such as Malaga 
and Alicante.
The airline will also be extending its flying programme

from Manchester to Kittila in Finnish Lapland, with
scheduled flights now available in January and February.
This comes following the success of the company’s Arctic
Experience programme which launched from Gatwick last
winter. There is now an extended range of Lapland
holidays available through Monarch Holidays from both
Gatwick and Manchester.
Marjan Schoeke, head of network development for the

company, said: “We are pleased to be putting the majority of
our ski flights on sale, as well as providing more choice to
our most popular winter destinations. In total another
430,000 seats are now available for winter 2017/18.
Customers now have a wide choice of popular ski, winter sun
and city break destinations to choose from when booking
their holidays.”
The remainder of the winter 2017/18 will be added soon.

For more information visit monarch.co.uk
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THE GOA Experience has launched its
new brochure for the winter 2017/18
season, featuring package and
tailormade holidays to the northern,
central and southern regions of Goa
as well as add-on tours to other states
within India.
Following a rebrand, the tour

operator has implemented a complete
redesign of its new brochure which
now includes a variety of inspiring
destination articles, personal
recommendations from staff and
previous customers, and useful hints
and tips to share with clients. 
Highlights of the brochure include

the introduction of new properties
such as Ahilya By the Sea in Dolphin
Bay and Phoenix Park in the heart of
Candolim as well as three new Kerala
tours of varying lengths covering some
of the destination’s best attractions.

Katie Bushnell, product manager for
the brand, said: “This upcoming
season is perhaps our most exciting
yet. Our hotel collection continues to
grow, offering new and exciting
properties for the UK market and the
addition of Kerala opens up a great
deal of opportunity for our customers
to enhance their holiday to Goa.”
Lead in prices start from £799 per

person for a seven-night stay bed-
and-breakfast in a 2.5 grade hotel,
including flights and transfers.
Savings of up to £400 per person are
also available on itineraries as part of
the operator’s early booking offer
when booked by June 30.
The operator is also offering one

lucky agent the chance to win a £250
Red Letter Days gift card. Each
booking made will equal one entry into
the draw until June 19.

Call on 014-8986 6986 or visit
goaexperience.co.uk for more
information.

Oceania Cruises introduces new 
voyages to experience vibrant Cuba
OCEANIA CRUISES has announced ten new Journeys to
Cuba for 2018. 
Sailing roundtrip from Port Miami, itineraries range in

length from seven to ten days and all include calls in
Havana and the storied destinations of Cienfuegos, and
Santiago de Cuba. 
Bob Binder, president and CEO of the cruise line, said: “I

recently had the pleasure of sailing on Marina’s first voyage
to Cuba and the best way to get an insider’s view of Cuba is
to be immersed in the culture and everyday lives of the
people – meaningful cultural insights that invite you to
experience the real Cuba. You can enjoy exactly that on
these new voyages.” 
In addition to these sailings, the cruise line recently

added six journeys to Cuba aboard Insignia in the autumn
of this year and added calls to Havana on four Regatta
sailings in the spring and autumn of 2018. In total, the
cruise company offers a choice of 20 voyages to Cuba from
autumn 2017 through to autumn 2018.
For more information go to OceaniaCruises.com
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LUCKY LISA…Lisa Ward (right) from Aspen Travel was the lucky
winner of a Nutribullet after taking part in SeaWorld Parks &
Entertainment’s February agent training incentive. Pictured
awarding the prize is the company’s Nichola Parr. Visit
seaworldagents.com

Brand USA inspires travellers to head to the US in new consumer campaign
BRAND USA has unveiled a new interactive campaign and website, designed to illustrate the diversity of the United
States and invite travellers to share their own unique experiences. 
The consumer campaign spans a variety of advertising and media platforms to drive awareness and inspire visitation

whilst the new website features videos, inspiring content and mobile functionality so travellers can explore itineraries
that start in gateway cities, such as New York City or San Francisco, and up to five hours away. The expanded itineraries
have been designed to help travellers understand how many unique destinations and attractions they can experience in
a single trip. Tracy Lanza, vice president of integrated marketing for the organisation, commented: “Brand USA’s new
digital experience is built to be relevant to the right person at the right moment, serving as a starter point where
prospective visitors can receive a taste and feel for the United States.”
Prior to creating the campaign, the organisation conducted research into the UK’s key motivations when choosing

their travel destinations and found that UK travellers are predominantly looking for ‘local’ experiences, meaning they
are interested in discovering off-the-beaten path adventures.
The new website can be found at VisitTheUSA.co.uk 

The Goa Experience launches winter brochure & £250 agent incentive
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Global Travel Group introduces new tools to assist agents
THIS SPRING agents will have access to a new trio of marketing assets as The Global
Travel Group expands its range of member services with bespoke publications and online
branch directories.
Based on member feedback, the travel consortium has unveiled a series of new

customer-facing resources and behind-the-scenes initiatives designed to help agents
continue to access all the practical resources they need to stay ahead of the competition.
As part of the new initiative, agents will now be able to fully over-brand the group’s

quarterly travel and lifestyle magazine, Beyond. From this month’s issue, agencies will
have the opportunity for their name, logo and website to appear on the glossy publication’s
front cover and to tailor every page in the publication with personalised calls to action.
The newly launched online branch directory, linked to from all offers posted across the

travel group’s social media channels, will also give agents greater visibility. Designed to
help potential customers find their nearest agent, the new member finder gives potential
holiday bookers their full contact details, including website and details of each agent’s
specialities.
To complement the client-facing assets, agents can also now access a new member

forum called ‘The Horizon’ where members can seek advice and access the information
they need to succeed. Other features include real-time notifications, gallery access, a
private messaging system and a calendar.
Andy Stark, managing director for the consortium, said: “Every new product we develop

for agents has one simple goal in mind: to make it even easier for our members to achieve
commercial success. We’re confident that these three additions will do exactly that.”
For more information visit globaltravelgroup.com or call 084-4826 4567 for more details.

newsbulletin

FERRARI LAND, the third theme park at PortAventura World Parks & Resort, opened its doors to the
public for the first time after a grand opening ceremony. The new park offers 11 family attractions,
with a strong focus on technology and adrenaline, alongside restaurants, shops and shows that reflect
the spirit of Ferrari. Crowning the skyline of the park is the main attraction Red Force, the highest and
fastest rollercoaster in Europe. The ride offers a unique experience for thrill seekers and Formula 1
fans, with an acceleration of 0 to 112mph in five seconds and a height of 112m.

ARENA TRAVEL has acquired The River Cruise Line and
Diamond Rail Holidays brands from Diamond Shortbreak
Holidays Ltd, following the recent news that the company had
ceased trading due to financial difficulties. 
Steve Goodenough, managing director of Arena Travel, said:

“The acquisition was supported by the cruise lines who operate
the Lady Anne and Serenity ships that are exclusive to The
River Cruise Line. Both will be working closely with Arena with
the aim of operating the vast majority of planned sailings for
2017. Our aim is to provide the same rail or river cruise holiday

on the same date and at the same price to as many of the
5,000 who have booked a holiday for the season ahead as
possible. Thanks to the financial protection in place, customers
will be covered for any loss of money.”
“Our intention is to retain and build the River Cruise Line

and Diamond Rail brands, and to ensure that their portfolio of
river cruises and escorted rail tours continues to operate to the
usual high standard. We look forward to an exciting future,
developing business with our trade partners, group organisers
and individual customers”.

Arena Travel purchases River Cruise Line and Diamond Rail Holidays

Air Arabia Maroc opens
new base in Agadir

AIR ARABIA Maroc is
continuing its expansion
strategy with the launch of
its sixth Moroccan
operational base in the city
of Agadir. This step aims to
promote the city of Agadir by
connecting it to seven new
international destinations
for tourism.
The new base, launched

in collaboration with the
Moroccan National Tourist
Office, will allow the
company to serve new
destinations with direct
flights meeting the needs of
both business and leisure
travellers, while developing
this market in the long run.
Staring October 1,

Munich, Cologne,
Copenhagen, Dublin,
Manchester, Stockholm and
Toulouse will be connected
directly with the City of
Agadir. These destinations
will be served with a
frequency of two weekly
flights each starting at 70
euros from Europe and 699
dirhams from Morocco.
For further information,
please visit airarabia.com
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�  HOLIDAY AUTOS has partnered with the Family Holiday
Association as its preferred charity for 2017. The Family Holiday
Association helps struggling families create lifelong memories
from quality leisure time spent together. The car hire comparison
website aims to help in raising funds and awareness for the
services the charity provides. Visit
holidayautos.co.uk/familyholidayassociation

�  KOREAN AIR and Delta Air Lines have reached an agreement to
deepen their partnership with expanded cooperation in the trans-
Pacific network and the coordination of schedules. The joint
venture aims to increase the travel choices for customers and
provide a more seamless experience with convenient connections.

�  BIRMINGHAM AIRPORT is implementing BlipTrack queue
management technology from BLIP Systems. The sensor-based
solution will help the airport to improve resource planning and to
ease travellers minds with accurate line wait times.

�  MEDWAY IN Kent will host the 350th anniversary commemoration
of the Battle of Medway. The programme kicks off on June 8 with
family events, cultural festivals, sporting activities and hands-on
exhibitions being held throughout Chatham, Gillingham, Strood
and Rochester. Ten days of events will culminate in a large scale
river-based finale production called Medway in Flames on June 17
and is a free public event.

�  NEWCASTLE PRIDE 2017 has teamed up with Manchester Airport
to give one lucky winner a trip to San Francisco. The prize includes
flights and accommodation and anyone who buys a raffle ticket
before May 28 can be in with the chance of winning. Prices are £1
per ticket and will be available to buy at Boulevard, Churchill St, at
the Newcastle Pride office at Dance City, Temple St, or online via
northern-pride.com

�  AMERICAN QUEEN Steamboat Company has released its 2018
deluxe brochure. The 100 page brochure presents a full overview
of itineraries and river cruise offerings for the seventh season of
the US flagged cruise line and its American Queen, American
Empress and new American Duchess riverboats.

NEWS BITES

BOND GIRLS…40 travel agents from 28 agencies and home
workers recently attended BRIGHT’s workshop at the Crowne
Plaza Hotel in Manchester. Pictured meeting David Holland from
African Pride at the event are Bond Travel guests Becky Burke
(left) and Stephanie Hughes.
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with Eileen...At home
What has h

omeworker Eile
en

been up to this month?

IHOPE you all had a good Easter weekend and have beenmaking the most of all the lovely spring weather we’ve
had recently.
I have a mixed bag of enquiries on the go at the moment;

they are mostly tailor-made itineraries which can often take
a little more time, but which are always more satisfying
when they’re finally booked.
One enquiry I’ve been eagerly working on for some time

is for a couple and their 13-year old daughter to South Africa
over Christmas. As the clients would rather their daughter
didn’t have a room of her own, it is proving quite challenging
to find availability at suitable hotels that have rooms large
enough to accommodate, what is effectively, three adults.
But no doubt it will prove all the more satisfying when it
does pay off and the family have a great Christmas break in
the sun!
I have also just booked a couple of my regular clients on

their very first cruise. I’ve been encouraging them to try a
cruise for some time and they’ve finally succumbed and
booked a cruise on Queen Elizabeth in June. Like so many
resistant cruisers before them, I feel sure that once they’ve
actually experienced all a cruise has to offer, they’ll be
planning their next one soon after they get back.
On the subject of cruises, I noticed that Cruise & Maritime

Voyages are offering a ‘vegan only’ cruise later this year. On
sale now, this seven-night cruise will be on its flagship
Columbus, sailing from Tilbury on September 25 to the
Norwegian Fjords.
This cruise is not just aimed at committed vegans, but

also those who want to embrace a healthy lifestyle as there
will be guest speakers on board together with a wellness
programme including yoga and pilates classes.
As a vegetarian, I have to admit I wouldn’t mind giving this

cruise a try as knowing in advance that I would be able to
eat everything on the menu (I don’t actually mean I’d eat
everything) is very appealing.
You might be surprised to know that for vegetarians it can

be very difficult finding a good variety of suitable food to eat
at many hotels, and although often presented with a vast
menu or buffet spread, it’s generally just salad and pasta on
offer for those with these dietary requirements. Contrary to
popular belief, vegan and vegetarian food can be delicious,
so it’s great that this market is being catered for more and
it’s certainly got a thumbs up from me

by EILEEN SAUNDERS of Travel Counsellors 
To respond to any of Eileen’s comments email 

lauretta.wright@travelbulletin.co.uk 
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AGENT TRAINING
SEAWORLD PARKS & Entertainment is

offering agents the chance to win one of four
Fitbit Alta wristbands this April. To be in

with a chance of winning, agents simply need
to become a SeaWorld Parks Expert by

successfully completing the eight modules of
its online agent training course by April 30. 

Visit seaworldagents.com
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AGENT INCENTIVES
�  A VIP evening to see 80’s rock
legend Bryan Adams in concert is up
for grabs in a new Canada promotion
by Prestige Holidays. The operator
has teamed up with Destination
Canada and Rocky Mountaineer to
offer six agents the chance to win
a ticket to the concert on July 14
at the Sixways Stadium, Worcester,
including a drinks reception and
three course dinner prior to the
show. To enter, agents need to make
a Canada booking through the
operator including a trip on the
Rocky Mountaineer by May 31. Agents
booking tickets on the ‘Silverleaf
Service’ will receive one entry
into the prize draw, while those
who book ‘Goldleaf Service’ will
receive two entries per booking.
Six names will be drawn at random
on June 1. Contact
canada@prestigeholidays.co.uk for
more info.

�  SILVERSEA IS giving agents another
reason to celebrate Fridays with
its Fizzy Friday trade incentive.
Agents who confirm a booking on any
2017 Silversea departure in April
will be rewarded with six bottles
of prosecco. The offer is limited
to one case of prosecco per agency,
per week which will be
automatically dispatched once a
booking is confirmed. For more
details contact
salesuk@silversea.com

agentbulletin

AGENT OFFER
CRYSTAL IS running ‘Bonus Bingo’ with vouchers and
fam trip places up for grabs when agents make bookings,
interact with the sales team and promote Crystal to their
databases. Running until June 30, the scheme will see UK
agents work their way across five lines on a Bingo card
with prizes such as lifestyle vouchers ranging from £50 to
£250 and surprise ‘Spot Prizes’ awarded as each line is
completed. Any UK agent who achieves the ultimate goal
of completing line five within the incentive period will be
rewarded with a place on a fam trip for themselves and a
guest. Examples of how agents can earn stamps on their
bingo cards include: having a catch up with one of the sales
team; following the sales team on social media; making a
booking; snapping a cheeky selfie with one of the sales
team; organising a client event or mailing; recommending
Crystal to a client; or taking the online training course. 

For more information or to request a Bingo card call 020-
7399 7602 or email sales@cruiseportfolio.co.uk
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CONRAD HOTELS & Resorts has
welcomed its first guests to Conrad Bora
Bora Nui, the destination’s first five-star
resort to debut in ten years. 
The brand’s first property in French

Polynesia is located in a private cove on
Motu To’opua, a small islet off the coast
of Bora Bora. The beachfront property
features 114 guest rooms, including 28
tropical garden and beach villas and 86
overwater bungalows, as well as the
Presidential Villas, Bora Bora’s only two-
story overwater accommodations.
Dining concepts include an overwater

lounge and swim-up pool bar serving

international cuisine, while the full-
service Hina Spa has seven indoor
treatment rooms and one open-air
space overlooking the lagoon. The resort
also features an expansive infinity pool,
Kids Club, mini-golf course, fitness
centre, retail spaces and complimentary
activities such as kayaking, snorkelling,
scuba diving, stand up paddle boarding
and sight-seeing boat tours. 
The exclusive private islet of Motu

Tapu, located a short boat ride away, is
ideal for intimate events and romantic
dinners for two. Additionally, guests
have access to the company’s signature

1/3/5 itineraries providing a selection of
authentic experiences that connect
them with local Tahitian culture.
John Vanderslice, global head of the

hotel group, said: “Conrad Bora Bora
Nui marks an important milestone for
our brand as we continue to grow in key
leisure destinations, allowing us to
share our intuitive service with even
more smart luxury travellers. We are
excited to offer Conrad’s signature
hospitality in French Polynesia for the
first time.”
Visit conradhotels.com for more
information.

Contiki celebrates Greek Week Pride Trips 
CONTIKI IS adding Pride to its Greek Week summer 2017
product itineraries to celebrate the Greek Pride events in
Athens & Mykonos. 
The Greek Week Pride trips are catered to all millennial

travellers looking to experience the Greek Pride festival
teamed with the islands and cities Greece has to offer.
Donna Jeavons, sales and marketing director for UK and
Europe, said: “Diversity and inclusivity has always been
core to Contiki’s values. Doing things with passion means
living your best life, understanding your true self,
championing what makes us different and opening yourself
up to experiences. Travel is an experience for everyone, so
LGBT or straight we’re excited to bring our travellers to
these events to celebrate these values.”
The original Greek Week product runs over nine days,

travelling around Athens, Ios and Mykonos. Departing June
9 the ten-day ‘Greek Week, Athens Pride’ features an extra
day in Athens so travellers can kick the trip off with a
welcome evening in the precinct of Gazi. The next day the
group dives into the festival to see first-hand how the Greek
capital celebrates Pride and is priced at £1,139 per person.
‘Greek Week, Mykonos Pride’ sticks to the original Greek
Week itinerary of nine days and spends its time in Mykonos
during its iconic festival, XLSIOR Mykonos. This tour is
priced at £1,085 per person and departs on August 24.
For more information visit contiki.com
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Bookings now available for new U by Uniworld European river cruises
DESIGNED FOR travellers aged 21 to 45 and the first cruise brand of its kind, U by Uniworld has now opened bookings
for its nine European river itineraries beginning in spring 2018. 
Ellen Bettridge, president and CEO of the cruise company, said: “Uniworld has always strived to lead innovation in the

river cruise industry and we saw a great opportunity to reach an entirely new audience. River cruising is the best and
most comfortable way to experience all that Europe has to offer, in an affordable way, and we’re incredibly proud to
create a brand that will broaden the interest in this type of experiential travel.”
Four eight-day itineraries – ‘Rolling On The Rhine’, ‘Germany’s Finest’, ‘The Danube Flow’ and ‘The Seine Experience’

– sail the Rhine, Main, Danube and Seine Rivers, with overnight stops and longer stays in major cities like Paris, Vienna,
Amsterdam and Budapest. Three Super Cruise options combine two or more U itineraries into one 15- or 22-day bucket
list journey. The brand also offers two five-day holiday itineraries –‘Dashing Through The Danube’ and ‘A Merry Little
Christmas Cruise’ – for those who want to experience Christmas time in Europe and a special New Year’s Eve
celebration. With a maximum capacity of 120 travellers, the first two U by Uniworld ships – The A and The B – will be all
black outside and feature a sleek interior design with open communal spaces and rooftop lounges, where guests can
enjoy scenic river views when they start cruising in April 2018. 
Eight-day itineraries on The A start at £899 per person and include sailings along the Rhine, Main and Danube

Rivers. Pricing for The B, which sails exclusively on the Seine River and throughout France, starts at £1,799 per person.
Starting rates are based on double occupancy and are inclusive of gratuities.  
Visit ubyuniworld.com or call 0845 678 5656 for more details.

Conrad Hotels & Resorts welcomes first five-star property in French Polynesia

MOVERS
�  PortAventura World Parks & Resort has appointed MARK
HOPPER as its new sales director for UK and Ireland.

�  BYRON DAVIS will be joining the agency team at Cox &
Kings. Byron, who worked previously at G Adventures,
will be out on the road for  visiting agents and attending
training events.

�  HILARY MCCORMACK has joined The Association of
Independent Tour Operators (AITO) as its new events and
partnerships manager.

�  Center Parcs has appointed DARAGH FEIGHERY as the
first general manager of Center Parcs Longford Forest,
near Ballymahon, County Longford.

�  Celebrity Cruises has expanded its agent training team
with the appointment of EMMA RIGBY to the newly
created role of UK and Ireland trainer. 

�  COLIN DOWNING has been appointed to the position of
UK general manager for Scenic and Emerald Waterways.
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‘Ready to rock on your next Jet2holiday to Tenerife?’

Complete this Su Doku puzzle and then go to the competition section 
on travelbulletin.co.uk/competitions and submit the 
highlighted numbers.

A...     B...     C...     D...

Closing date for entries is Friday, April 28th.

The winner for 7th April is 
Shannon Nichols, Coop Travel Midcounties in East 
of England

Number: 016

Across 
1. Jet2holidays resort flight check

in is free & ___? (6)
4. They specialise in holidays for the

over 50's (4)
8. The legend of Dracula originated in

this country (7)
9. Flag carrier of Portugal (3)
10. Hotel brand (4)
12. Lomé is the capital (4)
13. Air industry regulator, initially (3)
15. Currency of the Philippines (4)
16. Michael who performs on

theTogether album with Alfie (4)
19. Elba Island airport code (3)
20. Tallahassee is the state capital (7)
22. National language of Pakistan (4)
23. Fjord Line operates from this

country (6)

Down 
1. First name of the golfer who

recently won the Augusta 
Masters (6)

2. Flows under an English Bridge of
Sighs (3)

3. Known as The Biggest Little City in
the World (4)

5. St John's is the capital (7)
6. European mountain range (4)
7. Qawra is a popular resort on this

island (5)
11. Reykjavik is the capital (7)
13. One of the Ionian islands (5)
14. State capital of New York (6)
17. South American country (4)
18. Scenic lake in the Lombardy 

region (4)
21. Carisbrooke Castle is located on

this island, initially (3)

For the solution to the Crossword and
Where Am I? 

Please see page 30

Win an Amazon Echo with 

Crossword

N
um

be
r: 

01
6

�A

�B

�C

�D

Where is 
#Dale from 

the Jet2Holidays’
Tradeteam this

week? 
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Industry
Insight by...

‘One shot to make a first impression’ by Andy Stark, MD of The Global Travel Group

SINCE RISING in spectacular fashion to the American
throne, hardly a week has gone by without front-page
news of Donald Trump’s latest press conference antics.
Whether he’s welcoming a world leader or presenting
his own unique view on news creation – fake or
otherwise – it’s hard to dispute that this is a man who
knows how to make an impression.
Psychologists have long preached about how

important the initial moments of any encounter can be.
Google helpfully informs me that it takes less than
three seconds to make a first impression and it takes
the same amount of time for us to make assessments
of people based on very
little evidence.
My mum still swears by

the fact that you should
keep your shoes in ‘mint
condition’. Apparently
‘people always notice shoes’
if they aren’t polished, the
person noticing them is
likely questioning whether
you pay attention to 
other details.
For travel agents, making a good first impression

can be key to converting someone into a loyal
customer or securing a new contact or supplier
when networking within the industry. If there’s
something four decades in tourism has taught me
about successful networking, it’s that we’re lucky
enough to work in an industry full of passionate
people at a time when the world is getting 
ever smaller.

From May 21-24 more than 200 agents and suppliers
will join us in sunny Spain as The Global Travel Group
takes over La Manga Club for our 2017 conference.
From inspirational speakers to gala dinners and award
ceremonies, there’s no doubt that this style of
conference can bring the best out of a wider group 
of people.
Of course, if last year’s gathering in Dubai is

anything to go by, there’ll be a large emphasis on the
fun side of things too. After all, this is the travel
industry we’re talking about: a group of approachable,
self-motivated professionals who, frankly, don’t see

making other people happy as
anything other than a key
strength.
As appreciated as the

downtime by the pool will
surely be, we know the
networking opportunities they
help generate will actually
prove some of the most
beneficial elements of the
annual event. Be confident
when it comes to networking.

It’s a great opportunity to learn from peers, discuss the
latest issues and grow your network and contact base.
Unlike the staged setting of the White House,

there’s something rather exciting about gathering
lots of the travel industry’s stars in one exclusive
resort, adding a few drops of sangria – plenty of
polished shoes – and letting the magic happen.
For more conference details head on over to
theglobalconference.co.uk

bulletinbriefing
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"For travel agents, making a
good first impression can be key

to converting someone into a
loyal customer or securing a new

contact or supplier when
networking within the industry."
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HALF MOON in Jamaica has announced the second phase of its USD $75million renovation plans.
Starting next month and with a scheduled completion date of October 2018, these plans will see the
introduction of new guest facilities and restaurants, expanded beach areas and accommodation,
including the replacement of 44 existing offerings with the introduction of 57 new rooms and suites.

Cool Runnings from
Secrets Montego Bay
THE ADULT only resorts of
Secrets St. James Montego
Bay and Secrets Wild
Orchid Montego Bay in
Jamaica offer guests an
Unlimited-Luxury concept
including 24-hour room
service, seven gourmet
restaurants, nine bars and
lounges serving limitless
top-shelf spirits, alongside
daily entertainment.
After some resort

relaxation guests can head
towards the Mystic
Mountains for sweeping
views, an adrenaline rush
and an insight into the
heart-warming story of
Cool Runnings with the
‘Tranopy Mystic Mountain
Tour’. Run by Amstar every
day of the week, with
departures from Montego
Bay, the journey begins
with a visit to a small
museum where visitors
can the learn facts behind
the first Jamaican bobsled
team and other famous
Jamaican athletes such as
Usain Bolt. On reaching the
mountains they will then
get to race through the
tropical rainforest on a
Jamaican bobsled as it
rushes through 3,280ft. of
twists and turns down the
mountain. 

THIS MONTH sees the start of Funway
Holiday’s spring sale with everything half
price from its Caribbean and Mexico
programme. 
Lead-in prices from the new ‘Funway 50

Sale’ start from £699 per person for seven
nights in Tobago, staying at the three-star
Tropikist Beach Hotel & Spa with flights on
Thomas Cook Airlines, based on a November
12 departure and two adults sharing a
Superior Ocean View Room.
Malcolm Davies, product destination

manager for the operator, said: “This is our
biggest ever sales campaign to date with a
focus on luxury holidays at affordable prices
and we’re sure it will prove a big hit.” 

The eight-page brochure to accompany
the sale features 37 holiday offers to the
Caribbean and Mexico including city breaks
and family holidays plus twin-centre
options. Highlights of the campaign include
regional pricing for each destination,
holiday deposits starting at £99 per person
and four specially designed twin centre
holidays combining the Caribbean with the
USA: ‘Las Vegas & St. Lucia’, ‘Miami &
Antigua’, ‘Orlando & Jamaica’ and ‘New
York & Barbados’. 
The brochure will be distributed to travel

agents across the UK and will be promoted via
the on-the-road sales team.
Visit funway4agents.co.uk for more details.

caribbean

New ‘GoTrinBago’ app highlights on-island activities
A TRAVEL APP called ‘GoTrinBago’ has been designed as a new resource to discover more
about visiting Trinidad and Tobago. Currently available in both the Google Play Store and on
the Apple Store, the app is 100% offline and allows users to discover activities, events and
other on-island experiences.
Must-see on-island activities such as a tour of the rainforest, jet skiing, kayaking and

bioluminescence tour to see glowing plankton in the ocean at night are available to book
via the app. Additional features of the app include the ability for users to review local
places of interest, rate their experiences and read other user reviews as well as
recommending ‘new’ places to those who share similar interests and posting photographs.
Stephen Smith, account manager for Trinidad & Tobago, said: “This free app is a great

resource for agents wishing to find out more about Trinidad and Tobago and to help their
customers find interesting on island experiences. Many people are not yet aware about the
unique activities available such as stand-up paddle-boarding amongst the
bioluminescence of Tobago’s coastline at night and many further highlights which make a
holiday to these islands special.”
The app is part of the destination’s digital strategy, within its overall 2017 marketing

campaign, ‘Lime365’.  In local parlance, the verb ‘to lime’ means to ‘hang out or socialise’
and as a noun ‘lime’ is a social event. Lime365 was designed to highlight and promote the
destination’s active annual event calendar. Already known as home to the greatest street
party on earth – Carnival, Trinidad and Tobago’s rich multicultural heritage has resulted in
activities and celebrations throughout the year. 
Some of these include Divali – the Hindu Festival of Lights, Tobago Jazz Festival, Tobago

Heritage Festival, Tobago Blue Food Festival, Tobago Goat Race, a true Trini Christmas
experience, and several sporting events including cycling, game fishing, sailing regattas,
golf tournaments and more. 
For more information visit goTrinidadandTobago.com or visittobago.gov.tt

Up to 50% off Caribbean & Mexico holidays in Funway’s spring sale   
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LAST WEEK Travel Bulletin was in Edinburgh & Newcastle
bringing some of that Caribbean feel good factor directly
to agents with its Caribbean Islands Showcase! Taking
place at the Doubletree by Hilton in Edinburgh’s city

centre and Newcastle’s County Hotel a wealth of resorts,
tourist boards and cruise lines were on hand to chat with
agents. Fine wine and Caribbean cuisine was served and
on top of that there was the chance to win some amazing

holiday prizes – sunny smiles all round! 

showcasebulletin-Edinb
urgh

Programme Sponsor

#TBSHOWCASES

SANDOS SMILES…Juanjo Torrico (back centre) from Sandos Hotels & Resorts
chats with, going anti-clockwise: Michelle Walsh and David Bishop from
Trailfinders; Travel Counsellor Steph Stewardson; Joanna Worthy from
Thompson; and Ian McIlwraith, Alison Mitchelle and  Lucy Delpa from
Trailfinders.

DREAM ESCAPE…Heather Nicol (right) from Kuoni Travel was the
winner of a three-night stay for two at the Dreams Dominicus La
Romana presented by Kirsty Lille from AM Resorts.

MELIA HOLIDAY…Annalisa Sudano (left) from Melia Hotels
International presents lucky Wendy Ross from Thomas Cook Falkirk
with a five-night all-inclusive stay at the Paradisus Playa Del Carmen.

OFF TO JAMAICA…Torrence Lewis from Visit Jamaica presents
prize winner Joni McKenzie from Thomas Cook Edinburgh with a
fam trip to Jamaica.

WARM WELCOME…from the left, David Sanderson from Norwegian
Cruise Lines welcomes Julian Slatter from Ian Dickson Travel and
Gary Reavely from Oceanic Travel to the showcase.

PALLADIUM PRIZE…Joanne Peters (left) from Palladium Hotels
presents a seven-night stay for two to any Palladium hotel in the
Caribbean to Travel Counsellor Louise Wilson.

ROCKING WIN…Catrina Henderson (left) from Kouni Travel wins a
Hard Rock goody bag with merchandise, Cheese Board and a bottle of
Tequilia from Hard Rock AI Resorts’ Tracy Dyson 
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Want to get in on the #TBSHOWCASES action? 
Join in the fun at our Luxury Showcase in Chester on May 8 and in Oxford on May 9.

Reserve your place by emailing oliver.barton@travelbulletin.co.uk 

#TBSHOWCASES

NORWEGIAN NEWS…from the left, Rebecca Whitehead, Michelle Hunt and
Jane Williamson from Travel Box Holidays discuss the latest Norwegian
Cruise Lines news from the operator’s Nigel Rankin, with John Dixon and
Anne King from Not Just Travel and Brenda Proud from Hays Travel.

ROCK ON…from the left, Jordan Fascoine and Kevin Richardson from
Hays Travel pose alongside Graham Brooks from Hard Rock Al Resorts
with Karren Lzadi and Bev Foster from Hays Travel.

UNNA TABLE…seated from the left, Rachel Kerr, Claire Faulkner,
Elizabeth Lee, Sarah Powley and Kate Watson from Trailfinders and
Dawn Lucas from TUI learn more about UNNA Luxury Resorts &
Residences from the company’s Debbie Melchor (standing).

AGENT READY…ready to meet with agents are, from the left: Kirsty
Lilley, AM Resorts; Joanne Peters from Palladium; Ana Rodriguez
from Melia Hotels International; Graham Brooks from Hard Rock Al
Resorts; Debbie Melchor from UNNA Resorts SRL; and Nigel Rankin
from Norwegian Cruise Lines.

COMPETITION WINNER…Nikki Pybus (right) from
Courtney AirSavers was the prize winner of a
three-night stay for two at the Dreams Dominicus
La Romana gifted by AM Resorts’ Kirsty Lilley.

CARIBBEAN BOUND…Joanne Peters (left)
from Palladium presents prize winner
Michelle Hunt from Travel Box Holidays with
a seven-night stay for two to any Palladium
hotel in the Caribbean.

PARADISUS PRIZE…Ana Rodriguez (right) from
Melia Hotels International presents lucky Katie
Gill from Dawson & Sanderson with her holiday
prize of four nights for two at the Paradisus
Cancun Resort.
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THIS YEAR the islands of Antigua and
Barbuda will be celebrating their
colourful history with The Year of
Anniversaries: a calendar of events
that heralds 50 years of Antigua
Sailing Week, 60 years of Antigua’s
Carnival, and 30 years of Antigua’s
Classic Yacht Regatta. 
The 50th anniversary of Antigua

Sailing Week takes place from April
29 - May 5. During the event,
different sets of boats and crews will
take to the waters to compete each

day, with highlights including Chase
the Race and the Round Antigua
Race. Evening events will see a
variety of live musical performances
from local artists and traditional
Antiguan cuisine, with a Big Night
Party on May 2 and popular ‘Lay Day’
on May 3 with a regatta and party at
Pigeon Point. 
Antigua Carnival is an important

and popular event which celebrates
the historical day when slavery was
abolished. In 1957, the first Antiguan

Carnival took place, and has since
grown in popularity each year with
musical performances, dances,
marches and formal evening events.
The 60th anniversary will take place
over July 28 – August 8. The main
celebrations will take place on the
streets of St Johns and in Carnival
City at the Antigua Recreation Ground
with day time events consisting of
parades along the main streets 
in a sea of bright colours and
elaborate dancing.

Fly Air Europa and 
enjoy some of the most 
beautiful beaches of 
the Caribbean.

All flights are via Madrid. 

For more information call 0871 423 0717, email:
uksales@air-europa.com  
or visit us at: www.aireuropaexperts.com

caribbean
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Island Routes Caribbean Adventures introduces MINI Jamaican excursion 
ISLAND ROUTES Caribbean Adventures has introduced a new ‘first of its kind’ tour in Jamaica. 
Designed as an immersive island experience, visitors can drive MINI Coopers to some of Jamaica’s most famous

landmarks, iconic natural sites, and local eateries around the island. The starting routes will take visitors from Montego
Bay to Ocho Rios, and from Montego Bay to Negril. On the Ocho Rios Route guests can expect to drive through
important towns, visit local food spots for some real Jamaican cuisine, see waterfalls and get to grips with some the
island’s history. On the Negril Route guests will make their way through quaint fishing villages, visit a road-side coconut
vendor, spend time on the legendary Seven Mile Beach, get involved in a Jamaican jerk demonstration and discover how
Negril came to be known as the ‘Capital of Casual’.  
The fleet of MINI’s will feature a range of models to suit every group; this will include convertibles for the sun-lovers,

two-door models for couples and four-door vehicles for families. Prices start from US$225, based on two people
sharing one vehicle.
For additional details visit islandroutes.com  

THE GRENADA TOURISM Authority has reaffirmed its commitment
and diverse product offering available to British holidaymakers.
Sharon Bernstein, UK & Ireland director of the Grenada Tourism
Authority, said: “This month marks the 13th anniversary of British
Airways linking Pure Grenada and the UK with direct flights, and
three decades of service from three of the island’s leading family-
owned properties; Spice Island Beach Resort, Calabash Boutique
Hotel and Coyaba Beach Resort. We’re holding our own in terms of
visitor numbers and new properties such as SilverSands, due to
open on Grand Anse beach at the end of this year, mean we
continue to bring fresh experiences to the UK market. Our
festivals, regattas, pristine rainforests and multiple dive and
snorkel sites ensure visitors to Grenada have plenty to do after
discovering the spice markets, cocoa plantations and glorious
beaches.”

Antigua celebrates year of anniversaries with calendar of fun-filled events
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The Moorings puts Spanish Virgin
Islands 2018 on sale
THE MOORINGS
HAS launched its
2018 programme
of Puerto Rico
and The Spanish
Virgin Islands
crewed yacht
charters. 
Introduced as a new destination from January of this year,

the operator has now put next year’s charters on sale from
January to September 18, giving agents plenty of lead-in time
before the key winter sun booking period. 
The only way to explore the beaches of the Spanish Virgin

Islands is by sea. Located to the east of Puerto Rico, the
destination is made up of the islands of Culebra and Vieques
and their surrounding islets and cays which offer beaches with
turquoise waters and coral reefs. The sea temperature is
approximately 23-29 degrees year round and a charter with the
company offers the opportunity to paddle board, kayak and
snorkel in the waters. 
A package costs from £2,433 per person in January 2018,

including seven nights fully inclusive, with a captain and chef
on a Moorings 4800, with three en-suite cabins. This is based
on six sharing and flights can be arranged through the
company. The yacht charter is also commissionable to agents. 
Visit moorings.co.uk for more details.

Barbados Tourism Marketing Inc. announces 2017
as ‘Year of Sport’

RENOWNED FOR its plethora of international sporting icons
and achievements, Barbados is proclaiming 2017 as its
‘Year of Sport’. 
Cheryl Carter, UK director of Barbados Tourism

Marketing Inc., said: “Barbados has always had a long
standing passion for sports and outdoor activities and, in
2017 we are really happy to celebrate this aspect of our
culture and, to fully integrate our year-long sports calendar
with our tourism messaging. In addition to some of the
better known events such as the Run Barbados Marathon
Series in December, Sir Garry Sobers Golf Championship in
April and Sol Rally Barbados in June, we are really excited
about the inclusion of a number of new sports events such
as The Barbados Cycling Festival in September and, The
Dragon World Stand-Up Paddling Championship in October,
which we are sure that our visitors from the UK and Ireland
will thoroughly enjoy.”
The combination of year-round sunshine, extensive

coastline, and sporting arenas with a full range of sporting
activities, positions the destination well for those seeking
an active break or to those simply looking to relax and enjoy
a favourite activity as a spectator. 
For a full breakdown of the events taking place and for
more information go to visitbarbados.org 
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‘Colour Me Calm’ at Elite Island Resorts
ELITE ISLAND Resorts is welcoming back one of the UK’s top Puffin 
books illustrators for an adults Sketch Club on Palm Island Grenadines 
this September.
Sketch Palm Island will take place on September 5-9 and is free of charge

for guests. One of the 15 places can be reserved when booking a Palm
Island holiday with a tour operator or, if places remain, upon check in. Back
by popular demand after successful workshops on Antigua and St Lucia,
illustrator Adam Stower brings his unique sketch class experience to the
135 acre private island resort Palm Island, with a daily morning class that
takes in views, landscapes and local landmarks for inspiration. The
workshop welcomes everyone, from seasoned artists to beginners, and has
been designed as a fun and relaxing opportunity to experience the joys of
sketching. Each guest participating will be provided with materials that 
they can take home to continue with the skills and methods learned during
the club.
In addition all guests can now enjoy the Colour Me Calm Club, a bespoke

colouring book featuring views and landmarks at Elite Island Resorts
locations created by Adam Stower with additional easy beach and at home
mindfulness techniques by existential psychotherapist Dr. Nicole Gehl. The
book is available to all guests during their stay and to take home, with ‘ink
and drink’ sunset sessions with colouring materials available weekly. 
Paula Whitehead, from the company, said: “Our partnership with Adam

began in 2012. It has gone from strength to strength, and our guests love it.
With the option of his workshop or a lower key mindful colouring book
option, it’s become another healthy habit our guests often continue when
they leave us. We’re delighted to bring it to Palm Island this year”
For further information visit eliteislandresorts.co.uk

 TIME IS  SO PRECIOUS, 
S MART COUPLES  STEAL IT.

W elcome   to   Rendezvous.    Like its name

it is designed for couples. An intimate

bout ique resort  on the Caribbean is land 

of Saint Lucia, secluded, tranquil and tailor-made 

for stolen moments. A corner of paradise 

reserved for two, it is a private oasis and – quite 

simply – the perfect setting for reconnecting, 

rediscovering and celebrating life’s pleasures 

together.  Discover Rendezvous. And fi nd the 

t ime  and  p l ace  to  s t e a l  away  toge t her.

Please contact your preferred travel agent or 

tour  operator to book, or call 0203 096 1686 

or  v is it  w w w. t h e r o m a n t i c h o l i d a y. c o m

Keyonna Beach launches Fish
Friday masterclass  

ENSURING GUESTS return home
with a good flavour of Antigua’s
culture and cuisine, the Keyonna
Beach Resort has created a Fish
Friday Masterclass. 
More than a cooking class, the

experience begins with greeting local
fisherman and personality, Red Dog,
with his catch on Keyonna's Beach.
The chef will select the best of the
catch and will then proceed to give
an interactive and complimentary
masterclass on the resort’s terrace.
Following the class, guests can
select the dishes demonstrated 
for lunch and be given recipes to
take home.
Working closely with local

producers and suppliers, the all-
inclusive resort provides all guests
with a ‘Foods of Keyonna Beach’
booklet explaining where the
produce comes from, and who the
local heroes, supplying the 
resort are. 

caribbean
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TWO THINGS are linked with Romantic Germany, Rhineland-Palatinate; firstly, wine, with 70% of all
German wine produced in the south-west state and secondly, its romantic rivers enhanced by castles
and fortresses. The Moselle valley is one of Germany's oldest wine-growing region and locals herald
the beginning of spring with the Moselle Vineyard Peach Blossom Market in Cochem in April. From
this month, wineries open their doors for wine tasting and visitors can hike along the Moselle trail,
discover Hunsruck-Hochwald National Park on a ranger-guided excursion, or simply take a stroll
through the vineyards surrounding the Great Wine Capital Mainz. Visit romantic-germany.info

germany

IN 2016 Germany registered more than 80
million overnight stays by international
visitors for the first time, which also
marked a seventh consecutive year of
record results for the country.
From January to December the German

Federal Statistical Office recorded 80.8
million international overnight stays in
accommodation establishments with a
minimum of ten beds – an increase of 1.1
million compared to the previous year. This
constitutes a 1.4% rise in incoming tourism
compared to 2015. 
Iris Gleicke, German federal government

commissioner for tourism and
parliamentary state secretary at the Federal
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy,
said: “Destination Germany is enjoying
continued popularity with international
visitors. We have achieved record highs for
incoming tourism for the seventh year in a
row, which reflects the strength of our
tourism industry”.

Petra Hedorfer, chief executive officer of
the German National Tourist Board, added:
“Economic factors, for example the Brexit
issue or financial crises in high volume
source markets, but also security aspects
such as fear of terrorist attacks can
temporarily dampen the wanderlust in
individual source markets. However, in the
mid and long term, the value of a country’s
brand as a travel destination is
characterised by its touristic appeal,
infrastructure, customer service orientation
and its cost/performance ratio”.
Last year Europe remained the largest

source region for Germany’s incoming
tourism, with a market share of 73.7%
and a 1.9% increase, continuing to
stimulate strong growth. Great Britain
achieved a rise of 1%, following the Brexit
vote and Ireland showed an increase 
of 9.3%. 
For more destination information visit
germany.travel

Incoming tourism to Germany continues strong growth

Dresden’s Palace of Culture to celebrate grand reopening
NEXT WEEK will see the reopening of the Kulturpalast (Palace of Culture), marking the
culmination of three and half years of construction work and the completion of three
cultural institutions accommodated under one roof: the Dresden Philharmonic,
Herkuleskeule cabaret and the Central Municipal Library.
Dirk Hilbert, mayor of Dresden, commented: “The Kulturpalast in the heart of the city

is a symbol of the turbulent recent history of Dresden and at the same time a centre of
gravity for cultural activities in the city. After reconstruction and refurbishment, it will
shine in renewed splendour and further enhance the attractiveness of Dresden as a
cultural metropolis.” 
Visit kulturalast-dresden.de or dresden,de/tourism for more details.

Europa-Park opens for
new season 

EUROPA-PARK has now
opened its doors with a
programme of seasonal
events running until
November 5, followed by a
Christmas and winter
schedule from November 25
until January 7, 2018.  
Germany’s largest theme

park is becoming
increasingly popular with
visitors from the UK,
showing an increase of more
than 26% in overnight stays
for 2016, compared to 2015. 
New for 2017, the theme

park will launch Europe’s
largest ‘Flying Theatre’
named Project V. This fully
immersive virtual reality
ride explores the story of
German aviation pioneers
Egbert and Kaspar
Eulenstein and will take
visitors on a journey through
15 European destinations
through a specially shot
‘flyover’ film, complete with
special effects designed to
stimulate sight, touch 
and sound.

The Mercedes-Benz Hall
is also gearing itself up for
its MONACO exhibition which
will give insights into the
winning race cars, along
with their drivers and teams. 
Also new this summer is

the Street Art Market where
graffiti and street artists will
display their creative skills. 
Visit europapark.de for 
more details. 
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SuperBreak revels in Berlin Carnival
with celebratory breaks
SUPERBREAK IS promoting short breaks to the Berlin
Carnival, providing agents with the opportunity to
promote the city and the Carnival of Cultures which
celebrates the cultural diversity of Berlin in early
summer. The festival culminates in a colourful street
parade on Pentecost Sunday (June 4) in Kreuzberg
where thousands of dancers, musicians and artists
perform.
In addition, for four days during the carnival a street

festival takes place at Blucherplatz in the Kreuzberg
district. On several stages, Berlin’s World Music scene
and international bands play concerts. Stilt walkers,
acrobats and magicians invite visitors to test their own
abilities and an average of 300 market stalls attract
visitors with culinary temptations, arts, crafts 
and more.
The operator is offering a range of accommodation

options in the city. A package over carnival costs from
£280 per person staying three nights at the four-star
Quentin Design Berlin with breakfast and flights from
Manchester departing June 3.   
For more information visit superbreak.com/agents or
call 019-0443 6000.

Maritim Hotel Berlin offers guests a
green fingered garden show getaway 
GARDENING FANS can enjoy the renowned International
Garden Show (IGA) and explore its host city Berlin with a new
‘IGA’ package from Maritim Hotels.
Held once every ten years, IGA hosts more than 5,000

events over the course of 186 days, all centring on
contemporary garden design, landscape architecture and
green urban spaces. This year it takes place between April 13
– October 15 on the outskirts of Berlin and the city’s first ever
cable car system has been built to help visitors travel across
the show’s 104 hectare grounds. Around two million visitors
are expected to attend the event.
LeRoy Sheppard, director of sales UK & Ireland for the

hotel group, said: “Green fingered visitors will relish the
chance to explore this leading international event as well as
enjoying what the capital has to offer. The Maritim Hotel
Berlin offers a welcome base to rest and unwind after busy
days in Berlin enjoying flora and fauna – our new package
offers the perfect combination for an exciting garden
getaway.”
The package includes a two-night stay at the centrally

located hotel found between Potsdamer Platz and Tiergarten,
complete with evening meal and signature breakfast buffet.
Alongside entry into IGA and a cable car ride, guests can also
explore Berlin with a WelcomeCard offering 48 hours free
travel and free or discounted entry into the city’s major
attractions. The package price is from 266 euros per person in
a double room or 372 euros for 
a single.  
Visit maritim.com for more details.

Travel talks

BERLIN HAS many attractions. Some are run-of-the-mill,
but others can be difficult to pigeon hole and there are two
that are probably off limits to those who suffer 
from pupaphobia.
The first one is an attraction that is difficult to describe,

after all, anything that is put together by an art group
called Dead Pigeon Collective is going to be slightly quirky.
Monsterkabinett is a graffiti covered warehouse filled with
mechanical monstrosities and contraptions. It also has a
bar which may help to suppress the fear of those afraid of
puppets.
Inspired by his dreams, artist Hannes Heiner creates the

‘monsters’ from scrap metal and other recycled materials.
He gives each monster a back-story and names such as
‘Puppi’ and ‘Orangina’. The pneumatically-powered
monsters sing, dance or recite poetry to a background of
loud music.
Opening hours are 18:30 - 21:30 on Thursdays and 16:30-

21:30 on Friday and Saturday with entry prices 6-8 euros.
Out of hours group tours can also be made by contacting
tour@monsterkabinett.de and more details found at
monsterkabinett.de
The second is the Puppentheater-Museum. The puppets

here include glove puppets, rod figures, marionettes,
shadow plays and cartoon characters. They represent
cultures from around the world, and some are even
puppetry royalty.
Guided tours help visitors to learn more about 150 years

of puppet theatre and some of the exhibits can even be
operated by the visitors. There are also special exhibitions
where, as well as the puppets, there is the literature of
puppetry, photos, posters, graphics and librettos on display.
The exhibitions can also include performances or
workshops in puppetry design.
Opening hours are between Monday to Friday 09:00-

15:00 and Sunday 11:00 – 16:00. Prices are 3 euros. Visit
puppentheater-museum.de for more information.

John explores
some of the
alternative
attractions
Berlin has 
to offer…

by John Guinn
, holiday resea

rcher

Our regular guest columnist, John Guinn, runs Holiday
Hut and regularly contributes to UK Health Radio.
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Experience the buzz of the big city. Take in a modern shopping centre before turning a corner to
discover the medieval streets of the old quarter. Go a few steps further for cultural highlights and then 
launch yourself into the pulsating nightlife. Captivating contrasts and a magical appeal. Germany’s 
cities have all this and more. Discover the ultimate in urban destinations: www.germany.travel/cities
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We’ve been taking people on inspirational journeys since 1961, so we know all the best places to go and where the 
greatest adventures are to be found. With tours, cruises and holidays to over 80 worldwide destinations, we have the 
world covered, so whether you’re looking to go in search of the tigers in India, walk through the cloud forests of Costa 

Rica or chase the Northern Lights in Iceland, we’re sure to have the perfect adventure.

We’ve been taking people on inspirational journeys since 1961, so we know all the best places to go and where the 

ABTA No.V3031
/COSMOSTRAVELAGENTSUK @COSMOSTRADEUK

• WE’VE BEEN PART OF THE SAME FAMILY-OWNED COMPANY FOR OVER 85 YEARS •
• GREAT VALUE HOLIDAYS WITH NO HIDDEN COSTS •

• ALL OUR HOLIDAYS ARE FULLY PROTECTED THROUGH ABTA AND ATOL •
• OUR EXPERT TOUR DIRECTORS HAVE A 96% CUSTOMER SATISFACTION SCORE •

• WE HAVE MORE TOURING HOLIDAYS IN NORTH AMERICA & EUROPE THAN ANY OTHER OPERATOR •
• GREAT VALUE FOR SINGLE TRAVELLERS •

• ONLY A LOW DEPOSIT NEEDED TO SECURE YOUR BOOKING •
• EXCLUSIVE TO COSMOS: VIP HOME PICK-UP SERVICE TO AND FROM YOUR DEPARTURE POINT •

• OUR FARES ARE 100% FULLY COMMISSIONABLE •

THE COSMOS DIFFERENCE

10 day tour  •  29 Sep 2017

FOR NEW ENQUIRIES/BOOKINGS
PLEASE CALL 0800 668 1365

INDIA’S GOLDEN TRIANGLE 
AND THE TIGERS OF 

RANTHAMBORE

FROM £1,435pp
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‘INDIA: JOURNEY through the Himalayan Foothills’ is a new tour from Cox & Kings which explores the
cultural diversity of the north of the country, combining key sights with local experiences. Visiting Amritsar,
McLeod Ganj and Chandigarh, the tour includes the Wagah border ceremony and toy train to Shimla,
alongside the auspicious Palki Sahib ceremony in the Golden Temple, scenic narrow gauge railway of the
Kangra Valley, and rock-cut temples of Masroor. The 13-day group tour is priced from £1,845 per person.

Inghams Italy gives guests a taste of Prosecco & the Veneto
NEW FOR 2017, Inghams has introduced a seven-night ‘A Taste of Prosecco and the Veneto’
tour, which offers guests the chance to uncover the gems of the Veneto region in Northeast Italy. 

Led by a tour manager and local guides, visitors will discover local architectural treasures in
the city of Padua, visit local winemakers in the Conegliano wine region to taste and learn about
prosecco, and drive through the countryside to the city of Asolo with its stunning mountain
views. The tour includes two days for guests to explore the area at their own leisure.
Holidaymakers are based in the walled city of Castellano which has easy rail links to Venice. 

With a maximum of 26 guests per holiday and priced from £1,399 per person this includes all
excursions with qualified local guides, all entrance fees, seven nights in the four-star Hotel Alla
Torre in Castelfranco Veneto, half-board included throughout with evening meals taken in a
nearby restaurant, flights and transfers.
For more information call 014-8379 1100.

escortedtours

KUONI’S LATEST escorted touring brochure
includes its biggest range of worldwide
experiences, including tours in Russia, South
Korea and Java added for the first time along
with 19 new tours, two new creative holidays
and options to combine a range of tours to
create one epic adventure.

Now available for booking, all tours in the
new collection depart between October 2017
and March 2019 and each escorted tour
allows a maximum of 18 guests, providing an
intimate touring experience. In addition all
departures are guaranteed to run no matter
how many people are booked on the tour. 

During the operator’s new ‘Highlights of
Russia’ tour clients can enjoy a traditional
bread and salt welcome, explore the Kremlin
museum and the Red Square in Moscow, visit
the Heritage Museum in Saint Petersburg and
visit a Vodka Museum. ‘Highlights of South
Korea’ includes a cooking class in Seoul's
famous Insadong Antique Alley making Kimchi

or Bulgogi, Korean archery at the World
Heritage Suwon Hwaseong Fortress and a
NANTA performance (a non-verbal comedy
show). Alternatively on ‘Highlights of
Indonesia’ clients will travel from Java to Bali
and watch the sunrise over mount Bromo, see
the largest Buddhist temple complex in the
world at Borobudur temple, take a city tour of
Yogyakarta and tropical rainforest trek to see
the blue crater lake and visit a music school 
in Bandung   

Paul Ingram, the company’s product and
category manager for escorted tours, said:
“Each year we continue to develop our touring
programme, which has seen a 17% increase
year-on-year. The itineraries offer unique
opportunities to get beneath the skin of a
destination, with a focus on real experiences
seen through the eyes of our local tour
leaders, who know the destinations inside out
and can bring these to life by sharing their
own personal insight.” 

Kuoni introduces new destinations to programme

Travel 2 heads to South
Africa on new 16-day

tour
TRAVEL 2 HAS introduced a
new 16-day ‘Classic South
Africa’ tour for 2017 for a
maximum of 40 people as
part of a group. The tour
starts in Johannesburg and
finishes in Cape Town and
has been designed as an
affordable option for those
wanting to tick off the best of
what South Africa has to
offer with the comfort of a
tour guide. 
Highlights of the tour

include travelling through
the Panorama Route and
Blyde River Canyon to
Mpumalanga; a morning
safari to spot the ‘big five’ in
Kruger National Park;
discovering the Kingdom of
KwaZulu-Natal; two nights
in the Southern
Drakensberg Mountains; one
night on the beach on the
wild west coast; travelling
through the Scenic Garden
Route to Cape Town; visiting
a working ostrich farm and
exploring the famous Cango
Caves; with Cape Town,
Cape Peninsular and Table
Mountain tours.
With flights from

Heathrow the South Africa
escorted tour is priced from
£2,149 per person based on
a May 13 departure and
includes 15 nights’
accommodation in three-
and four- star hotels, 15
breakfasts, four dinners, the
services of a tour guide,
sightseeing and transfers. 
Visit travel2.com or call 080-
0022 4182 for more details.
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ACCORDING TO Acacia Africa, small
group safaris have proven to be
increasingly popular with families,
especially since the operator opened
up its complete collection to parents
with children from eight years.  

Arno Delport, sales and marketing
manager for the operator, said: “All
wildlife sightings have the same wow
factor whether it’s discovering a
leopard tortoise (one of the ‘small
five’) quenching its thirst from a
puddle, or catching sight of a lioness

on the prowl. Being able to view the
continent’s animal kingdom at close
quarters on a walking safari heightens
the excitement as it’s a more intimate
encounter with the bush.”

This year, the company is launching
a new 12-day ‘Delta & Chobe
Waterways’ accommodated small
group tour which features walking
safaris in the 3,200 hectare
Polokwane Game Reserve. Additional
walking safaris in Zimbabwe’s Matobo
National Park and Botswana’s

Okavango Delta are also listed on the
itinerary. Prices start from £1,200 per
person based on two sharing and
Safari Pass from £950 per person
including transport, ten nights
accommodation in twin share rooms
with en suite facilities, one night twin
share pre-erected tent with en-suite,
most meals and services of a tour
leader/driver. The price excludes 
return flight.
Visit acacia-africa.com for 
more details.

H O L I D A Y SH O L I D A Y S

GUIDED TOURS IN

GREECE
 � ATHENS, METEORA, DELPHI & MORE

 � OPTIONAL 1-DAY SARONIC CRUISE

 � FLIGHTS FROM REGIONAL UK AIRPORTS

 � 100% FINANCIALLY PROTECTED

CONTACT US ON
020 8340 7612
or visit www.cyplon.co.uk ABTA No.V5573

     

 

     

ABTA No.V5573
MARCH - OCTOBER 2017

CYPRUS, GREECE
& HER ISLANDS

H O L I D A Y SH O L I D A Y S
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Cosmos expands Balkan programme
COSMOS TOURS has expanded its Balkan programme to
include a range of escorted tours in Croatia, Bosnia,
Herzegovina and Serbia.

The new choice of tours include the five-day ‘Croatian
Delight’ priced from £962 per person; five day ‘Adriatic
Highlights’ from £785; eight-day ‘Discover the Balkans’ from
£1,006; eight-day ‘Explore Croatia, Bosnia, Herzegovina’ for
£1,130; and nine-day ‘Treasures of Croatia, Bosnia &
Herzegovina & Serbia’ from £1,157.

The tours have been packaged with more inclusions such
as half-board accommodation in mostly four-star rated
hotels, locally guided excursions, entrance fees to
attractions, overseas transfers, flights and a private home
pick up service.  The operator’s price match guarantee also
applies to the new tours.

Giles Hawke, CEO of the specialist operator, commented:
“In the past four years, we have developed our Balkans
programme significantly, as the area has grown in popularity
with those curious to explore not just Croatia but the other
lesser known states of Bosnia, Herzegovina and Serbia. We’ve
worked closely with our ground handlers, to offer fascinating
itineraries which are shorter in length to suit a broader range
of customers who have less time to travel but want to see as
much of the historical cities and towns and outstanding
natural beauty of the national parks, like Plitvice.”

“With all travel, accommodation and guided sightseeing
included, escorted touring is the best way of experiencing
more of this fascinating region. We are able to offer flights
from key UK airports to Zagreb and Dubrovnik, and with a
flying time of just over two hours, customers can enjoy a
relatively short journey to get there.”
For more information call 0800 440 2797 or visit
cosmostoursandcruises.co.uk 

Families seek closer animal encounters in the bush with Acacia Africa 

Dedicated Japan Links Travel brochure highlights destination’s growing appeal  
JAPAN LINKS Travel recently launched its first dedicated Japan brochure, specialising in escorted and semi-escorted
tours to Japan, and has reported an increase of more than 50% in agent enquiries on last year. 

Charlie Cooper, UK sales manager for the company, commented: “Japan is really coming back into the limelight and
has so much to offer with fantastic scenery, culture, transport links and food. It is a great country for escorted touring
and can also offer fantastic beaches, skiing and national parks. For the first time visitor, they may wish to visit during
the spring time to see the spectacular cherry blossom or combine Japan with an escorted tour that includes another
country or areas such as China, South Korea, Taiwan or Hong Kong. With Japan it's always good to book early, not just
for the cherry blossom season but for any season; accommodation can get booked up very quickly and with the next
rugby world cup and the next Olympics, Japan will continue to grow in overseas visitors.”

‘Classic Japan’ is a nine-day tour starting from £2,300 per person which includes visits to Tokyo, Mt Fuji, Hakone,
Kyoto and Nara. Alternatively clients can take a longer 17-day tour and visit the snow monkeys at Yudanaka and some
of the more scenic and traditional locations as well as staying in traditional temple lodgings at Mt Koya. 
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Order your brochures 
from Tradegate
For trade & marketing support contact trade sales on 
01858 588 406 or email agencysales@travelsphere.co.uk

MULTI AWARD
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Award-winning 
escorted holiday 
specialists
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Gold Medal highlights popularity of Chengdu
and Xi’an tours

GOLD MEDAL has noted that from a touring perspective, trips
incorporating Chengdu and Xi’an have been selling well.
Rebecca Turner, senior product manager for Asia and

Australia at the company, said: “Chengdu is a popular
sightseeing spot due to the Giant Panda breeding research
facility and a great place to see and learn more about these
rare animals whilst Xi’an is home to one of China’s most
famous ancient and cultural sites; the Terracotta Warriors, a
collection of over 6,000 life-size statues built under the Qin
Dynasty more than 2000 years ago to stand guard over
Emperor Qin’s tomb. It’s a must-see when visiting this 
vast country.”
The operator’s 11-day ‘Discovering China’ package starts in

Beijing and travels to X’ian and Chengdu before finishing in
Guilin. The tour highlights include seeing the Great Wall of
China, Forbidden City, Terracotta Warrior Museum, a morning
in the panda breeding and research centre and a visit to the
Longsheng rice terraces which are considered to be one of the
most spectacular in China.
With flights from London, the price per person when

travelling peak season during September and October is from
£2,559 per person whilst prices in December start 
from £2,399.
Visit goldmedal.co.uk or call 080-0014 7777 for 
more details.

Funway sees rise in single centre trips
FUNWAY HOLIDAYS has reported a recent trend for single
centre escorted trips and is promoting a selection of
specially designed itineraries to meet this demand.  

As an example ‘South Dakota & the Badlands’ is an
eight-day escorted tour from £1,019 per person including
flights and all accommodation based on travel on October
13 for two adults sharing. The tour gives visitors the chance
to experience the ‘wild west’ and visits Keystone, Mount
Rushmore and the Crazy Horse Monument; the Needles
Highway to Custer State Park; the Hot Springs and
Badlands National Park with the final tour stop in the
western town of Deadwood along with South Dakotas’
famous Black Hills. Accommodation is based in Rapid City
and upon each day clients will travel out to see different
attractions in the surrounding regions.

Malcolm Davies, destination product manager for the
operator, said: “The advantage in staying in one place and
doing escorted excursions for the day is that there is no
time lost in packing and repacking, checking in and out of
hotels etc. It’s very comfortable for clients to have their own
base from which to explore. The other reason is geographic
- there are so many interesting destinations and areas to be
explored from Rapid City that it makes sense to have this as
a base from which to explore. This particular tour is rather
unique in that regard, since most escorted tours require
you to overnight in different locations as you travel around.”
Visit funway4agents.co.uk for more information.
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SILVERSEA’S SILVER Cloud is to undergo a multi-million dollar refurbishment between August and
October of this year, which will strengthen the hull enabling her to explore polar waters. Ahead of her
conversion into an ice-class expedition ship, public spaces including La Terrazza, The Restaurant,
Observation Lounge, Panorama Lounge, and Venetian Lounge will all be refurbished. A guest capacity of
260 in non-polar regions and 200 in polar regions means that guests can enjoy high levels of attentive
service on board, and with the limited capacity in polar regions, it means that all guests can disembark at
the same time to explore each region. Visit silversea.com

EMERALD WATERWAYS has launched a trio
of immersive itineraries in Southeast Asia
for 2018, all including a seven-night cruise
along the Mekong.
From exploring the Cu Chi Tunnels with a

Vietnamese veteran to a traditional
Buddhist Water Blessing, the 21-day
‘Vietnam & Cambodia Explorer’ travels
through Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City before
taking to the mighty Mekong and then 
into Cambodia.
Alternatively the 18-day ‘Highlights of

Vietnam & Cambodia’ transports guests
from the temples of Angkor to the
panoramic beaches of Halong Bay. This all-
encompassing cruise discovers the diversity
of Southeast Asia enabling guests to
immerse themselves in the local culture;
from lunch at KOTO, a restaurant that trains
underprivileged children, to a visit to the
harrowing Killing Fields of Phnom Penh.

The 14-day ‘Mekong Discoverer River
Cruise’ travels from Vietnam, cruising
through Cai Be and Sa Dec before
crossing the Cambodian border towards
Seam Reap to take in the temples of
Angkor. Guests will cruise to a floating
fish farm in Cambodia, stroll through
local villages and enjoy a performance by
the Cambodian Children’s Group
including traditional folk dances with this
fully immersive itinerary. Prices start 
at £2,695 per person, departing in 
April 2018.
Cruises are on the Mekong Navigator.

Built in 2014 and with 34 suites over four
decks, the ship offers five-star facilities
and a culinary director ensuring that each
meal captures the aromatic flavours of
the region. 
Visit emeraldwaterways.co.uk or call 080-
8115 6269. 
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Emerald Waterways launches Mekong river cruises

CLIA reveals record
growth for river
cruise holidays

FIGURES RELEASED by the
Cruise Lines International
Association (CLIA) show
the growing appeal of river
cruising has led to an 11%
increase in the number of
UK passengers taking a
holiday on waterways in
Europe and further afield,
representing 166,900
passengers in total.
Notably, a large number

of UK passengers choosing
to take a river cruise have
previously experienced an
ocean cruise, attracted by
the different experiences
and inclusive excursions
available – an increase
from 59% to 79% 
year-on-year.
Europe remains the

most popular region
accounting for 87% of river
cruises taken by UK
passengers. While the
trend over the last five
years has been for
European rivers to
increase market share,
passengers to destinations
outside of Europe
increased by 15% in 2016
to 22,000 passengers due
to growth in Asia.
Andy Harmer, SVP

Membership and UK and
Ireland director for the
association, said: “We have
seen significant investment
by companies in new,
innovative ships with
greater amenities on board
and a wide variety of
excursions included in the
package. This coupled with
an ever-increasing choice
and diversity of itineraries
in Europe and further
afield, has led to more UK
passengers opting for a
river cruise holiday.”
For more information visit
cruiseexperts.org 
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UNIWORLD BOUTIQUE River Cruise
Collection’s newest Super Ship, the S.S.
Joie de Vivre, has set sail on its maiden
voyage along the Seine River. 
The inaugural event included a

christening ceremony in Paris led by the
ship’s Godmother, Dame Joan Collins.
Following the event, the ship embarked on
its journey through Northern France along
the operator’s ‘Paris & Normandy’
itinerary, with unique programming in
celebration of the launch.
Ellen Bettridge, president and CEO of the

company, said: “We are delighted to
welcome the S.S. Joie de Vivre to our fleet
of floating boutique luxury hotels, as the
first of Uniworld’s Super Ships to sail the
renowned Seine River. Godmother Dame
Joan epitomises the same ‘joy of living’
philosophy embodied by the S.S. Joie de
Vivre, and we are honoured to have 
had her christen the ship before its
inaugural journey.”  
With a length of 125m, rather than the

typical 135m, the ship can conveniently
dock in the heart of Paris in the shadow of
the Eiffel Tower. The ship has two Royal
Suites, eight Junior Suites, and 54
staterooms for a maximum capacity of 128

guests and its sailings in 2017 run from
April 2 to December 27. 
For more details visit uniworld.com

cruising

Christmas cruise savings from Cruise and Maritime Voyages
CRUISE AND Maritime Voyages has savings available on its Magellan Christmas cruise and a selection of pre-Christmas
markets shorter departures. 
As part of the cruise line’s Buy One Get One Free Deal, fares start from £269, equal to £135 per person, based on a two-night

cruise to Antwerp from the London Cruise Terminal in Tilbury.
Mike hall, head of marketing for the cruise operator, said: “This is the lowest lead fare we have made available this year.

Deduct what you expect to save at home while you are away on food, fuel, heat and lighting then these are really good fares and
most people will know somebody who would like a free cruise.”
The shorter cruises available are: Magellan from Tilbury on December 13 for two nights visiting Antwerp from £269;

Columbus from Tilbury on December 14  for four nights visiting Amsterdam and Hamburg from £539; and Columbus from
Tilbury on December 18 for three nights visiting Amsterdam and Zeebrugge for Bruges with fares from £409. On December 17
Magellan leaves Tilbury for a ‘Christmas & New Year’ 21-night cruise with fares from £2,799 - equal to £1,399 per person. 
Visit cruiseandmaritime.com or call 0844 998 3877 for more info.

17 NEW ports of call including Geiranger and Flam in Norway and Amsterdam, Holland
along with three extended overland tour itineraries will all feature in the new 2018
programme from Voyages to Antiquity. Now on sale, the cruise line is also adding an
additional 13 single cabins to meet the demand from solo travellers taking the total
dedicated onboard single cabins to 39 in 2018.
With six new itineraries on offer and maiden visits to the Norwegian Fjords, the 2018

range of sailings also includes new extended overland tours. The cultural cruise line is
offering three itineraries featuring a five day pre-cruise, the ‘Aegean Experience’, allowing
guests to visit archaeological sites in Greece; Delphi, once considered the centre of the
world, Mycenae and Nauplia.
Jos Dewing, managing director for the cruise operator, said: “Not only are we

introducing many new ports of call but also an in-depth exploration of these fascinating
ancient Greek sites. With our cruise line’s heritage firmly in the Aegean, I am very excited
to announce our pre-cruise Aegean Experience allowing our guests to truly get under the
skin of this beautiful destination. Coupled with our 13 new single cabins, we truly believe
this is our most exciting programme to date.”
For more information visit voyagestoantiquity.com or call 01865 302550.

Voyages to Antiquity adds 17 new ports of call 

Riviera releases river
and ocean cruise

collection brochure
RIVIERA TRAVEL has
announced the launch of
its first river and ocean
collection brochure,
including its entire cruise
offering, available from
this month.  
The operator’s river

cruise brochure has
traditionally focused on its
European river cruise
collection, such as the
Rhine & Moselle, Medieval
Germany and The Blue
Danube. Other cruise
products, such as the Asian
river cruises, Queen Mary
2: transatlantic crossings
and its Mediterranean
cruises have previously
been featured in separate
mini brochures. All of
these products now appear
in one combined brochure.
Joseph Grimley, head of

agency sales for the
company, said: “We’re
constantly working with
our travel agent partners
to make sure they have the
information they need to
successfully sell our
cruises and tours. To
ensure they have all of the
latest details on our
exciting and rapidly
expanding cruise offering
in one place, we decided to
merge all of our cruise-
related products into 
one brochure.” 
Contact
agencysales@rivieratravel.
co.uk or call 01283 744307
for more information.

Uniworld’s S.S. Joie de Vivre sets sail on maiden voyage
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CUNARD’S QUEEN Victoria will set sail on its first ever Festival of Flowers voyage this
summer, giving guests the opportunity to explore some of the Atlantic Isles’ most awe-
inspiring gardens and floral landscapes. On the tailored voyage, which will take guests from
the floral masterpiece of La Palma Madeira to the gardens of Lisbon, the cruise line has
organised a range of themed experiences and talks from renowned flora experts, including
renowned film & TV florist, Jenny Tobin. The two week voyage departs on June 8 from
Southampton shortly after the refurbishment of Queen Victoria. Visit cunard.com
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Woodstock.
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I’d travel back in time & star in ‘The Goonies’.
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I’d go for a Downton Abbey experience (with my

own butler!)
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The Cretaceous Period to see a live T-Rex!
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14. September 1985 Andy Warhol’s and J.M.
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Back to 2002 when I had my first holiday to St Lucia.
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To a time when money grows on trees.

We asked our staff the following question this week:

If you could travel in time where would you go or what would you see?

Crossword:
Across: 1. SECURE, 4. SAGA, 8. ROMANIA, 9. TAP, 10. IBIS, 12. TOGO, 13. CAA, 15. PESO, 16. BALL, 19. EBA, 
20. FLORIDA, 22. URDU, 23. NORWAY. 
Down: 1. SERGIO, 2. CAM, 3. RENO, 5. ANTIGUA, 6. ALPS, 7. MALTA, 11. ICELAND, 13. CORFU, 14. ALBANY, 17. PERU,
18. COMO, 21. IOW. 

Where Am I?: Hard Rock Hotel Tenerife

puzzlesolutions
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https://agents.rivieratravel.co.uk/agents
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